This paper is aimed on the calculation of the electrical parameters of the overhead transmission lines. Standard transposition and untransposed calculations are presented, also with results on the existing power line on 110 kV voltage level and known measured values of the electrical parameters. These measured parameters are used as the reference values. A presumption is made, that through more complex calculation one can achieve better results. The real results achieved are presented and compared with an ideal presumption K e y w o r d s: overhead power lines, electrical parameters, complex depth
Introduction
Power engineering requirements are today more complex than ever before. Various tower structures, different voltage levels or even rate currents are a challenge for precise calculations. One of the most common issues is the computation of the electrical parameters of the overhead transmission lines in general. The transposition of lines (an actual geometrical arrangement of the lines) could affect the current or voltage asymmetry. A different approach is recommended when the line is transposed only partially or is fully untransposed. In the latter one cannot neglect the geometry of the tower in a way the computations in common do.
The article presents a comparison of results achieved using a self-made software ELPAM MultiGeo and standard computational method concluded from the Carsons equations [1, 2] for perfectly transposed lines. All parameters to be compared with our evaluations were provided by SAG Elektrovod, a.s. as measured on a power line, like line number 8823 (Zlaté Moravce -Levice). These values are considered as a reference for both methods. The motivation for this work was to establish a simplified but still reliable method as a practical need.
Computational background
In high voltage power systems, it is advised to use the AC resistance instead of the DC resistance of a conductors [3, 4] . This is important for computing the series impedance matrix of the transmission system due to not negligible error, when the skin effect is not taken into the account. This inaccuracy is rising together with the wire conductivity. When calculating the lower voltage systems (approximately up to 110 kV), the error is around a few per cent and could be ignored, in some cases.
Nomenclature f (Hz) -nominal frequency r c (mm) -radius of the conductor r GW (mm) -radius of the ground wires N -number of conductors M -number of ground wires SAG MC (m)-maximum sag of conductors SAG MGW (m)-maximum sag of ground wires Using the ground wires, the number of values that are needed to compute is increased. For example, N × N impedance matrix will expand to size (N +M )×(N +M ), with N conductors, and M ground wires. However, the smaller (N × N ) matrices are much more comfortable to use especially for connected sections of transmission lines with different structure. The technique known as Kron Reduction [4, 5] is therefore introduced based on an assumption, that the ground wires have a zero potential with respect to the ground.
As discussed in detail in [6] , the transformation matrices are used to transform the phase quantity matrices to the sequence and backward ones.
Approximative method
This method is widely used with mostly correct results. It is more deeply discussed in [7] [8] [9] [10] . The results achieved by this technique would be accurate if the power line is perfectly transposed. Prerequisites are therefore almost never fulfilled and then -the precision suffers also. The positive of this method is its simplicity and ease of getting at least the approximate values. The negative is possibly more inaccurately calculated values. The impedances are given below as self ("ii") and mutual ("ik") ones
where: D G (m) -depth of the current earth return in the ground ξ -construction parameter of the conductor r i (m) -radius of the conductor i R AC (m) -resistance of the conductor under alternate current load R g (m)-resistance of the homogenous ground. The model of the two-conductor power line, used in approximative computational method is shown in Fig. 1. i' The admittance of the line is defined in the same manner in both computational methods. Kelvin's method of mirroring will be used, the details of which are not discussed here.
CDER Method
The CDER computational method (Complex Depth Earth Return) is an approach, proposed in 1960's by Dubanton [11] , later contributing by Gary [12] and Deri [13] . The results obtained by this method -inserting the complex depth -are for low frequencies almost identical (error up to 3% for 50Hz) with those from original and robust Carson's method [14] .
Equations for the impedance of a line are then modified as
where p is a complex number the so called complex penetration depth.
Note that δ = 2ρ ωµ is the commonly known as the penetration depth of an electromagnetic wave in a conducting media. Here ω is the angular frequency, ρ (Ωm) is the resistivity of the ground and µ is the ground permeability, which could be assumed hµ 0 = 4 π × 10 −7 H/m. The heights h i and h k are given by the geometry of the power line as shown in Fig. 1 .
A computational program was made by Cenky [1] which is used also in this paper. This program contains CDER method and computes electrical parameters of the line in form of matrices and sequence representation.
Admittance of the line
Computational approach for admittance of the power lines is consistent [2, 7] and introduces the Kelvin method of mirroring. The calculation steps are as follows:
1 Form the Maxwell potential coefficients matrix of the line 2 Invert the formed matrix to achieve the capacitance matrix 3 Compute the reactance matrix from the capacitance matrix
Where ǫ 0 = 8.854×10 −12 (F/m) is the permittivity of free space. Although the real part is missing in this admittance, it does not cause a substantial error in frequency range of interest.
Investigated object
The overhead transmission line is a distribution line on 110 kV voltage level. The measured reference parameters were kindly provided by company SAG Elektrovod, a.s. The line itself consists of 102 towers, in which 100 is of a common type "F" shown in Figure 2 . It should be noted, that the 2 "Portal" type towers were due to the low importance neglected. The line has multiple types of phase conductors as well as multiple types of ground wires across the whole length. The towers are also not only consisting of only one height, therefore were created various line models.
Measurement of electrical parameters
Measured positive and zero sequence electrical parameters (resistance, reactance and susceptance) of the investigated line were obtained with the help of Omicron CPC 100 and CU1 + CP GB1 devices [15] as was the information provided by engineers from above mentioned company. First unit is used as a power source and the second one as measurement tool and grounding as well (for the unexpected events can conduct the current up to 30 kA to the ground). For the measurement, the line must be disconnected on both ends from the power grid. Omicron devices are then in series connected to one end of the line, while the second end is grounded. More detailed information about this technique can be found also on Omicron official website.
Line models (a) most common tower
This method is widely used as a quick estimation of the electrical line parameters. The parts of a line with different phase conductors and ground wires are computed separately and then, with a help of weighted average (depending on the length of the section) the final electrical parameters are obtained. The computation is the simplest, the results most inaccurate.
(b) various height of towers
In comparison with the above-mentioned model various heights of suspension towers on the line were considered. In a group, created for each height, the most common phase conductor and ground wire were evaluated. In these groups the weighted average of electrical parameters was obtained to achieve the typical values as of the whole line. This method should give reliable results concerning the electrical parameters in spite of not considering the different height of individual towers.
(c) average height of towers
An average height of all the towers in the line is obtained and average suspension tower formed. Then the procedure described in paragraph a) is applied. This method is expected to be the most accurate, because of the coverage of all computation variables such as: various phase conductors, ground wires and all the suspension tower heights.
Results
Results from both computational methods and all three approaches are quoted here. The numbers on the end of the each table denotes: (1) -standard approximated computation, (2) -CDER method computation, (3) -measured values. The average height of all the towers was set to 0.71 m above the standard N+0 suspension tower "F" type height.
Conclusion
It was shown that the assumption originally set in this article could not be truly justified on this particular power line. From the results obtained by both computational methods it is not clear if more complex approaches would give much more precise results of computations on the transmission lines. According to tables shown, even more precise calculations of electrical parameters have almost no impact on their accuracy in real transmission line. For example, in approach (a) and approach (c) when used the CDER method, the values are almost identical.
This fact indicates that the height of the tower is probably not crucial for the computation, instead the conductors and geometry of the tower would have the main impact. Future research in this topic is aimed to inclusion the terrain profile into computations. This is of interest, since the inspected line was mostly over flat terrain, but it may be not everywhere so.
To sum the results, more precise values for positive sequence values were obtained by CDER method and for zero sequence values by standard approximated method. This attempt has shown, that even if the line is untransposed the standard approximated computational method should be enough to satisfy the basic requirements for the electrical parameters of the line. It has been confirmed in terms of the relative short length (approx. 26 km) and flat terrain. But there are more windows open. When computing short circuit currents on power lines, we can use for example the whole matrices as input values and so on. The fact that presumption of this paper wasn't fulfilled does not mean, that it can't find a proper application in other subsections of power engineering. 
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